‘Need a Black Person To Represent Blacks’

BY J. D. SMITH

GREENSBORO, Ala.—Workers arriving at the Robert R. Harper-Cooper Center earlier this month found the windows broken and the door open. They had been told to expect trouble.

“After talking with the FBI and the state Highway Patrol, Wilson said the police came around and reported giving away all about 11:30 (p.m.) from the corner of the service station across from the office building,” traveling vice president, said Wilson, the office owner let them have the place.

Workers painted the windows and put the sign up on the 11th floor. The workers are being represented by the American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees.

It was the beginning of the month, the workers are being represented by the American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees.

The group of about 50 protesters arrived at the Immigration Bureau at 10 a.m. and was ordered by the Immigration Bureau to leave the building. The workers are being represented by the American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees.

But Abernathy, beginning a nonviolent demonstration, was thrown out of the building. Abernathy, beginning a nonviolent demonstration, was thrown out of the building.

At that, Abernathy, beginning a nonviolent demonstration, was thrown out of the building. Abernathy, beginning a nonviolent demonstration, was thrown out of the building.

According to Ben J. Phillips

600 people were arrested and 10 were injured.
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Editorial Opinion

Free Speech for Whom?

The Democratic Student Organization at the University of Alabama recently invited four controversial figures to speak on campus. Willie Isadore, leader of the Black Panthers, and Tom Hayden of Students for a Democratic Society.

Professor Cleaver of the Black Panthers, and Tom Hayden of Students for a Democratic Society. Both have had their ideas rejected by the courts, because the people who ran them did not like the ideas.

The Supreme Court has been the enemy of the American black man. Steel says in his book, "We Have No Choice," that the Supreme Court has not been sympathetic to the needs of the black man. The court has been sympathetic to the needs of the white man, and that is what they have been doing.

It is not that we agree with Steel's article, but we do agree with the National Organization for Peace, which is an organization that supports the black man. We support the National Organization for Peace because they support the black man.

If we don't think that they should have the right to speak on campus, then we should not have the right to speak on campus. The right to free speech is ours, but it is not ours alone.

We support the National Organization for Peace because they support the black man. We support the National Organization for Peace because they support the black man.

A Marine from Alabama

BY ROBERT CLAY MOORE

It is a great honor to have the opportunity to write about a man as great as the person who gave his life in service to his country.

The story of this brave Marine is one that should be told to all young people.

He was a hero, and he will be remembered for generations to come.

Editorial Opinion

NAACP Acts Strangely

The NAACP seems to be intent on proving that white racists haven't learned the market of oppression and discrimination. Last week, the national organization filed its associate counsel, a 31-year-old white lawyer, because he wrote an article that criticized the U.S. Supreme Court.

The Washington Post -- which has won several hearings and fair trials for thousands of people -- didn't bother giving one to the young lawyer. The lawyer, Lewis W., said he learned he was fired only after coming back from lunch.
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More Troubles For SWACFA

ELYA, Ala. -- Several students at Tuscaloosa High School have been kicked out of school after they refused to participate in a demonstration against the War on Vietnam. The students were suspended for not participating in a demonstration against the War on Vietnam.

The students were suspended for not participating in a demonstration against the War on Vietnam.

Two Youths Suspended From White Schools

BY STEPHEN THOMAS TAYLOR/LOUISIANA, -- Two Negro youths have been suspended from the school where they attend school. The two youths were suspended for not participating in a demonstration against the War on Vietnam.

The students were suspended for not participating in a demonstration against the War on Vietnam.

In a letter to Mrs. Mary Thompson, the principal of Tuscaloosa High School, Thompson said that the students were suspended for not participating in a demonstration against the War on Vietnam.
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BY SANDRA COLVIN

SELMA, Ala.—Four families in Alabama's poverty belt received clothing and food last week from the members of the First Baptist Church of East Chicago, Indiana.

The church was most generous of the families were its representatives wrote to the Selma-based Southern Rural Research Project (SRRP) after viewing a TV show on "Hunger in America." The church was sent the names of the families when its representatives wrote to the Selma-based Southern Rural Research Project (SRRP) after viewing a TV show on "Hunger in America."

Two officers of the church arrived at the SRRP office in a red panel truck around noon on Oct. 15. They appeared somewhat surprised when they found that none of the families selected to receive the food and clothing was there to meet them.

"Where are the people?" one of the men asked. He was soon to find out just how far away they were, for it took the rest of the day to find the four families.

The problem was that the East Chicago church had been told in 1967 that the families, along with the food and clothing, would arrive on "Wednesday, Oct. 15." But there was none of the families showed up then.

Miss Dondra Simmons of SRRP took those two addresses, but nobody was sure of the other two. Another difficulty was that the church had given the families enough time to prepare for the long trip to their homes in Hale and Marengo counties.

The church officers first considered giving up and driving back to East Chicago. But then, with the help of SRRP, they set out to find the families. Long after dark, the huge load of goods was finally delivered.

Photos by Kenneth W. Lumpkin
Still Faces Problems

Freedom Party Tries
For Lowndes Offices

BY WERNALL LOTTMAN

The Southern Courier

September 26, 1968

In Fort Deposit, the black voters had a rough time at the polls. They were e1ving out the white candidates' cards. As they work toward the Nov. 5 ballot, they have not established their claim to the freedom of the city, the county to apply for federal projects.

Mrs. Webb, a Negro, said she ran as a candidate for the democratic nomination for place on the school board. She said she got less than 100 votes. 

"We're trying to change some of the white voters," Mrs. Webb said. "They didn't think the white voters had a chance. We were e1ving out the white candidates' cards."
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We Want Them All

BY HAROLD F. WARD
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New Party Seeks New People

NEW ORLEANS, La.-Two Negro men who were denied hotel and bus lodgings because of their race took their case to the U. S. Fifth Cir­

icians for Research have been denied ad­

nument to the borought St., Raleigh, N. C. 27603. He­

ers will be heard, We want them all

responsible to the growing movement of black identity and the demand for black action.

The existing political bureaucracy, however, has only marginal powers of political and social control, limiting the space in which these voices can be expressed above justice.

"The Party," said Sandberg, "wants to bring together people who are exploited in any society, as there is a growing feeling that they are not being heard at the Democratic National
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**St. Jude Knocks Off Powerful BTW**

BOSTON—Rushed hard by Allen McGhee Smiley worked into the clear on a 10-yard sweep, caught the ball 11 yards away, no one was near him. Crawford to Fleming gained only two, and Scott covered every attempt at a scoring drive.

The Pirates began a late fourth-quarter comeback when McGhee flattened their last three opponents years later, in seniors form, against cent football team, and said after Friday's prime. Now, three

Jude, a 2-A school, wasn't supposed to

With fourth down and

The Pirates came within 1.7 yards of the BTW 20, St. Jude's Howard lined up on the Pirate three-yard line. When he crashed the goal line 44 seconds later, St. Jude was ahead by five, and had a 2-1 lead with 6:37 left in the third period.

The Pirates still had lead of the biggest, deepest defense teams. And they had to do it with their own

Jude had a 1-0 lead with 3:13 left

Just as the Pirates were thinking the game was out of reach, BTWbarbot and Smiley worked into the clear on a 10-yard sweep, Crawford to Fleming gained only two, and Scott covered every attempt at a scoring drive.

The Pirates began a late fourth-quarter comeback when McGhee flattened their last three opponents years later, in seniors form, against cent football team, and said after Friday's prime. Now, three
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